
 

 

Phone Numbers Game 
 
Example: An electrical utility wants the phone number 769-3787 because of the 7-letter phrase the number 
spells. What’s the phrase? POWER UP 
 
A renewable energy consultant who touts that wind and solar energy systems do not consume water, as coal, 
natural gas, and nuclear electricity generation facilities do, wants the phone number 728-3426 because of the 
phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? SAVE H2O  
 
A renewable energy consultant who touts that wind and solar energy systems do not consume water, as coal, 
natural gas, and nuclear electricity generation facilities do, wants the phone number 426-3733 because of the 
phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? H2O FREE 
 
A company that produces energy from vegetation wants the phone number 246-6277 because of the phrase the 
number spells. What’s the phrase? BIOMASS 
 
A company that produces a gasoline additive from vegetation wants the phone number 384-2665 because of the 
phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? ETHANOL 
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Phone Numbers Game – Solution 

Example: An electrical utility wants the phone number 769-3787 because of the 7-letter phrase 

the number spells. What’s the phrase? POWER UP 

An energy service company promoting financial savings through energy efficiency wants the 

phone number 288-2678 because of the 7-letter phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? 

CUT COST 

A photovoltaic installer wants the phone number 467-6527 because of the 7-letter phrase the 

number spells. What’s the phrase? GO SOLAR 

A renewable energy installer wants the phone number 879-9463 because of the 7-letter phrase 

the number spells. What’s the phrase? TRY WIND 

An LED manufacturer wants the phone number 569-9288 because of the 7-letter phrase the 

number spells. What’s the phrase? LOW WATT 

An LED manufacturer wants the phone number 289-5337 because of the 7-letter phrase the 

number spells. What’s the phrase? BUY LEDS 

A wind turbine manufacturer wants the phone number 289-9463 because of the 7-letter phrase 

the number spells. What’s the phrase? BUY WIND 

A wind energy company promoting the environmental benefits of wind energy wants the phone 

number 262-3733 because of the 7-letter phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? CO2 

FREE 

A solar company extolling its extensive service territory wants the phone number 786-5464 

because of the 7-letter phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? SUN KING 

A renewable energy installer wants the phone number 438-9463 because of the 7-letter phrase 

the number spells. What’s the phrase? GET WIND 

A manufacturer of solar shingles wants the phone number 786-7663 because of the 7-letter 

phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? SUN ROOF 

An energy service company promoting energy efficiency education wants the phone number 

928-8787 because of the 7-letter phrase the number spells. What’s the phrase? WATTS UP

A renewable energy installer wants the phone number 767-8669 because of the 7-letter phrase 

the number spells. What’s the phrase? SO SUNNY 

A renewable energy installer wants the phone number 769-4639 because of the 7-letter phrase 

the number spells. What’s the phrase? SO WINDY 




